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Let Joseph Wesley Uhl be your guide to the entire world of tea; from peeks into tea
production around the world to brewing your own blends at home. "Water is the mother
of tea, a teapot its father, and fire the teacher." -- Chinese Proverb As one of the most
consumed beverages in the world, a cup of tea is a common shared experience across
cultures and traditions. Companies and consumers alike are reawakening to the
benefits of high-quality, unprocessed, natural beverages, and tea is a perfect obsession
for anyone interested in artisan food and healthy eating. In The Art and Craft of Tea,
entrepreneur and enthusiast Joseph Wesley Uhl brings to the story of tea its due
reverence, making its history, traditions, and possibilities accessible to all. If you want to
go beyond reading and enter your kitchen, Joseph offers "recipes" for creating your
own tea blends using natural ingredients. Inside you'll find: - A detailed overview of
tea's history and origins - Thoughtful descriptions of global brewing methods Innovative ideas for iced tea, tea cocktails, and DIY blends.
Homegrown Tea explains how to grow a large variety of plants in your own garden, on
a balcony or even on a window sill could become your tea cupboard. It shows you how
to grow your tea from seeds, cuttings, or small plants, as well as which parts of the
plant are used to make tea. Liversidge lays out when and how to harvest your plants,
as well as information on how to prepare the plant, including how to dry tea leaves to
make tea you can store to last you throughout the year. As a guide to using tea to make
you feel better, there are nutritional and medicinal benefits. Finally, there is an
illustrated guide to show how to make up fresh and dried teabags and how to serve a
delicious homegrown tea. It is sustainable way to look at a beverage, which is steeped
in history and tradition. Sample drinks include well-known plants such as rose hips,
mint, sage, hibiscus, and lavender, as well as more obscure ones like chicory, angelica,
apple geranium, and lemon verbena.
Freshly blended herbal teas offer more healing power than do pre-packaged tea bags.
In Healing Herbal Teas, master herbalist and author Sarah Farr serves up 101 original
recipes that not only offer health advantages but also taste great. Formulations to
benefit each body system and promote well-being include Daily Adrenal Support,
Inflammation Reduction, and Digestive Tonic. Additional recipes that address seasonal
needs such as allergy relief or immune support will attune you to the cycles of nature,
while instruction on the art of tea blending will teach you how to develop your own
signature mixtures to give your body exactly what it needs. This book is an enchanting
and delectable guide to blending and brewing power-packed herbal teas at home.
The Book of Tea was written by Okakura Kakuzo in the early 20th century. It was first
published in 1906, and has since been republished many times. In the book, Kakuzo
introduces the term Teaism and how Tea has affected nearly every aspect of Japanese
culture, thought, and life. The book is accessibile to Western audiences because
Kakuzo was taught at a young age to speak English; and spoke it all his life, becoming
proficient at communicating his thoughts to the Western Mind. In his book, he discusses
such topics as Zen and Taoism, but also the secular aspects of Tea and Japanese life.
The book emphasises how Teaism taught the Japanese many things; most importantly,
simplicity. Kakuzo argues that this tea-induced simplicity affected art and architecture,
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and he was a long-time student of the visual arts. He ends the book with a chapter on
Tea Masters, and spends some time talking about Sen no Rikyu and his contribution to
the Japanese Tea Ceremony. According to Tomonobu Imamichi, Heidegger's concept
of Dasein in Sein und Zeit was inspired -- although Heidegger remains silent on this -by Okakura Kakuzo's concept of das-in-dem-Welt-sein (to be in the being of the world)
expressed in The Book of Tea to describe Zhuangzi's philosophy, which Imamichi's
teacher had offerred to Heidegger in 1919, after having followed lessons with him the
year before.
Now seen as something to taste, savor, travel for, and talk about, beer really is the new
wine. This new, up-to-date edition of The Beer Book features every significant brewery
in every significant brewing nation, and showcases new beers and specialist beers, as
well as the classics. With a visual catalog of more than 800 breweries, whistle-stop beer
trails, and key beer facts throughout, The Beer Book is the indispensable guide to the
world's favorite drink.
An inviting handbook for cocktails rooted in classics and updated with a farm-to-glass
ethos, from "one of LA’s most innovative mixologists" (Forbes). Celebrated Los
Angeles bartender Christiaan Röllich approaches a drink the way a master chef
approaches a dish: he draws on high-quality seasonal ingredients to create cocktails for
every occasion. In Bar Chef, Röllich shares 100 original recipes for drinks that are as
beautiful as they are delicious, including the Quixote (gin and grapefruit); a Kentucky
Sour (bourbon and homemade cola syrup); Eggnog for the holidays; and Röllich’s
signature drink, the Green Goddess (green tea vodka and cucumber with arugula,
jalapeno, and absinthe), which has become a part of the language of LA. Featuring
easy-to-follow recipes for syrups, tinctures, liqueurs, and bitters with herbs, spices, and
seasonal fruit, Röllich guides you through his creative process, demystifying the craft of
cocktail making. With stunning color photography and the suave storytelling of your
favorite bartender, Bar Chef will become a go-to bar book for home cooks and cocktail
enthusiasts, inspiring and pleasing readers with every drink.
The flavors of green, oolong, and black teas explained: how the flavors come into your
cup, and how you sense their aromas and tastes. all explained in a scientific yet
straightforward way that is accessible to all tea lovers. Once you discover the basic
principles, you will find suggestions for brewing the teas to maximize your enjoyment,
for which teas to choose for an amazing tasting experience, and for choosing foods that
will complement each tea.
"A guide offering concise, authoritative advice on understanding, buying, and enjoying
the six classes of tea, with identification and location photography
throughout"--Provided by publisher.
How do you like your tea? In How to Make Tea, tea experts Brian Keating and Kim
Long will teach you everything you need to know to make your desired cup. We've
been drinking tea for thousands of years, yet few of us realize that all tea types--from
elegant lapsang to pungent pu-erh--come from the same plant. But how are there so
many different styles? It comes down to science: geography, biology, chemistry, and
physics; the application of heat and pressure; and the magic of time and enzymes. How
to Make Tea breaks down these elements and lays out the techniques, tools, and
methods needed to brew at home. With this guide, tea lovers of all stripes will become
experts on the art and science of tea. Learn to extract the best from every cup.
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One of the world's most celebrated beverages, tea is as complex as it is delicious. This
ebook is the perfect companionon a journey to discovering tea's tantalizing secrets.
Filled to the brim with essential knowledge on a wide assortment of varieties from
across the globe—from black and green to red and white teas—it also includes tasting
notes and tips on selection and preparation. And for complementing that perfect cup,
irresistible recipes for traditional favorites such as Buttermilk Scones with Warm
Strawberry Jam and Petite French Almond Cakes make a delightful offering for any tea
party.
Finding her once-tightly-knit circle of friends growing apart as eighth grade comes to a
close, Annie takes a new job at her grandmother's tea shop and rallies her friends to
help save the shop from a competitive new coffee chain across the street. Reprint.
From tea guru Sebastian Beckwith and New York Times bestsellers Caroline Paul and
Wendy MacNaughton comes the essential guide to exploring and enjoying the vast
world of tea. Tea, the most popular beverage in the world after water, has brought
nations to war, defined cultures, bankrupted coffers, and toppled kings. And yet in many
ways this fragrantly comforting and storied brew remains elusive, even to its devotees.
As down-to-earth yet stylishly refined as the drink itself, A Little Tea Book submerges
readers into tea, exploring its varieties, subtleties, and pleasures right down to the
process of selecting and brewing the perfect cup. From orange pekoe to pu-erh, tea
expert Sebastian Beckwith provides surprising tips, fun facts, and flavorful recipes to
launch dabblers and connoisseurs alike on a journey of taste and appreciation. Along
with writer and fellow tea-enthusiast Caroline Paul, Beckwith walks us through the
cultural and political history of the elixir that has touched every corner of the world.
Featuring featuring charming, colorful charts, graphs, and illustrations by bestselling
illustrator Wendy MacNaughton and Beckwith's sumptuous photographs, A Little Tea
Book is a friendly, handsome, and illuminating primer with a dash of sass and
sophistication. Cheers!
From chai to oolong to sencha, tea is one of the world’s most popular beverages.
Perhaps that is because it is a unique and adaptable drink, consumed in many different
varieties by cultures across the globe and in many different settings, from the intricate
traditions of Japanese teahouses to the elegant tearooms of Britain to the verandas of
the deep South. In Tea food historianHelen Saberi explores this rich and fascinating
history. Saberi looks at the economic and social uses of tea, such as its use as a
currency during the Tang Dynasty and 1913 creation of a tea dance called “Thé
Dansant” that combined tea and tango. Saberi also explores where and how tea is
grown around the world and how customs and traditions surrounding the beverage
have evolved from its legendary origins to its present-day popularity. Featuring vivid
images of teacups, plants, tearooms, and teahouses as well as recipes for both drinking
tea and using it as a flavoring, Tea will engage the senses while providing a history of
tea and its uses.
"Plant a tea plant and watch it grow! Grow Your Own Tea is truly a masterpiece how-to
guide to cultivating and enjoying the sacred leaf. It will delight even the armchair
gardener and casual tea lover." —James Norwood Pratt, author of James Norwood
Pratt’s Tea Dictionary Tea lovers, make a fresh pot, sit down with this delightful guide,
and discover the joys of growing and processing your own tea at home. Tea farmer
Christine Parks and enthusiast Susan Walcott cover it all from growing tea plants and
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harvesting leaves, to the distinct processes that create each tea’s signature flavors. In
this comprehensive handbook, you’ll discover tea’s ancient origins, learn about the
single plant that produces white, green, oolong, and black teas, and discover step-bystep instructions for plucking, withering, and rolling. Simple recipes that highlight the
flavor of tea and creative uses for around the home round out this must-read for tea
fans.
This book shows how to plant, maintain, harvest and enjoy a productive backyard tea
garden, with a comprehensive survey of all the crops that make delicious tea drinks,
plus advice on cultivation, harvesting, drying, storing and brewing.
For coffee enthusiasts everywhere, a charming handbook to becoming your own
favorite barista More than 100 million Americans start each day with a cup of coffee
(many at no small price)! It’s a fact : We love coffee. Now, in The Home Barista, two
professionals reveal the secrets to brewing coffee worthy of the priciest cafés right in
your own kitchen. Connoisseurs Simone Egger and Ruby Ashby Orr enlighten readers
with insights and advice from crop to cup and beyond. Savvy, smart, and charmingly
designed, The Home Barista guides you through the essentials—from understanding
your bean’s origins and establishing your palate to perfecting your technique. It’s the
essential coffee-lover’s guide to turning a simple bean into a sensational beverage:
Roast your own beans. (Is it worth it? How not to burn them!) Learn all the lingo you
need to talk coffee like a pro. Master the elusive espresso (by refining tamp, time, and
temperature). Create barista-worthy milk texture and foam designs. Try seven different
ways to brew—from the French press to the Turkish ibrik.
The world boasts myriad teas, most of them lying undiscovered by Western cultures still
rooted in the view that tea comes from a tissue bag at breakfast or 4pm. The World Tea
Encyclopaedia aims to shed light on this wealth of variety and to debunk the
snobbishness and doctrine that can scare off newcomers from the joys of tea
connoisseurship. For almost 20 years, Will Battle has been tasting teas and creating
blends for tea lovers all over the world. He has lived and worked alongside tea
producers in Asia and Africa, visiting hundreds of tea gardens and gaining unparalleled
expertise in the process. Here, he gives an in-depth look at the wealth of teas on offer
to everyone who loves to steep, infuse and brew. Through intuitive categorisation by
taste, the book will help enthusiasts navigate the sometimes complex world of tea
terminology to find a tea that suits them. It will educate, inspire and feed a new world of
tea-drinking enjoyment and opportunity. The knowledge to upgrade the tea bag, to
know what to seek online, to brave a journey to the local tea shop, to submit to curiosity
and jump into a world of discovery, or better still: to visit the countries and people that
lovingly produce it... The World Tea Encyclopaedia lifts the lid off the teapot and allows
readers to peer inside. Containing beautiful images, the most detailed maps yet created
for the world of tea, and in-depth exploration of tea-producing countries, it will
transports readers into the world of the tea garden, showing them that there is life
beyond a discount tea bag. Readers will also find out more about camellia sinensis –
the tea bush and the hero of this book. Will Battle takes a look at the origins in which it
grows, the landscapes and climate that influence it and the artisans who craft it – and
how it all comes together to make a delicious cuppa: surely the only drink to enjoy with
this delightful, detailed book, perfect for all tea fans and enthusiasts.
Offers advice on understanding, buying, and enjoying tea.
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Since the discovery of tea as a beverage nearly 5,000 years ago, hundreds of different
brews have been perfected, and tea lovers have flourished in nearly every country on
Earth. This book is the ultimate connoisseur's guide to tea types, histories, legends,
and lore, tea brands throughout the world, retail and mail-order tea companies, and
more. Photos, many in color.
When summer days give way to autumn crispness and the first snows of winter, falling
temperatures send you searching for thick sweaters and woolly hats. But nothing
warms you down to the soul like a steaming mug of hot chocolate or spicy mulled cider.
HOT DRINKS presents fifty recipes for delicious coffees, teas, chocolates, ciders,
punches, and cocktails to sip in front of a crackling fire or heat up holiday get-togethers.
You'll find a toasty pick-me-up for every frosty occasion, including classics like Hot
Buttered Rum, Cafe con Leche, and Moroccan Mint Tea, as well as new twists on old
favorites like Snowflake Vanilla White Chocolate, Hot Wasabi Red Snapper, and West
Indies Pineapple Cup. Featuring a festive collection of 50 hot drink recipes for fall and
winter holiday entertaining, more than 30 full-color photographs, and including both
alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks, these easy-to-mix, cold-weather warmers are
guaranteed to chase away the winter chills.
The Tea Enthusiast's HandbookA Guide to the World's Best TeasTen Speed Press
An updated edition of the "World's Best Tea Book" acclaimed by the 2014 World Tea
Awards. This widely praised bestseller has been updated to incorporate the changing
tastes of tea drinkers, developments in production, the impact of climate change, and
an expanded and more highly developed tea market. This third edition improves Tea
with this revised and extended content plus new photographs. TeaTime Magazine
called Tea "the reference work we've been waiting for", noting its value to students.
Library Journal praised Tea as a "definitive guide to tea (that) will appeal to die-hard tea
enthusiasts." Tea House Times found Tea "impressive, well researched, and complete."
Tea takes readers on an escorted tour of the world's tea-growing countries -- China,
Japan, Taiwan, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Vietnam and East Africa -- where they will
discover how, like a fine wine, it is "terroir" (soil and climate) that gives a tea its unique
characteristics. The authors own the popular Camellia Sinensis Tea House in Montreal
which imports teas directly from producers in these countries. Each author focuses on
specific tea regions where they travel every year to work with growers and producers,
discover new teas and keep abreast of developments that might, for example, remove a
tea from the tea house's menu. The book covers black, green, white, yellow, oolong,
pu'er, perfumed, aromatic and smoked teas and includes: An overview of the history of
tea Tea families, varieties, cultivars and grades How tea is grown, harvested and
processed The tea trade worldwide Profile interviews with tea industry personalities.
Special features that loyal tea drinkers will especially enjoy are: Local tastes and
methods of preparing tea (e.g. macha) Tasting notes and infusion accessories Teapot
recommendations Caffeine, antioxidant and biochemical properties of 35 teas 15
gourmet recipes using tea A directory of 42 select teas.
Enjoyed by millions the world over for two millennia as a soothing, fragrant hot drink,
green tea has steadily gained popularity in recent years. Those looking for ways to
experiment with this hip, healthy, and delicious beverage will find 50 sweet and savory
recipes and beautiful color photos in Mary Lou Heiss's Green Tea. Included are recipes
for everything from classic hot and iced green teas to fruit smoothies, cocktails, entrees,
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and desserts. Warm up with Chrysanthemum Harmony Green Tea or Cinnamon-Star
Anise Green Tea, and find cool refreshment in Toasted Coconut Iced Green Tea or with
a Green Tea, Watermelon, and Pear Smoothie. Green tea serves as a terrific ingredient
in mixed drinks like the pomegranate-infused Tropical Sky. Rounding out this collection
is a selection of savory and sweet food recipes, including Spicy Green Tea - Rubbed
Grilled Salmon and White Chocolate - Green Tea Ice Cream. In addition to the
versatility of this beverage, medical research has proven that drinking green tea can
have significant health benefits such as lowering blood pressure, bolstering immunity,
protecting skin from free-radical damage, and reducing the incidence of cancer. It
contains fluoride, helping to reduce the risk of cavities, and has also been shown to
help maintain a healthy digestive tract.In Green Tea, enthusiasts will learn information
on the history of green tea and how to select, purchase, brew, and store it. No matter
how it's served, green tea is guaranteed to calm the mind and stimulate the palate with
its unique, timeless flavor.
Perfect for beginner home-brewers as well as more accomplished brewers who want to
take their interest to the next level, Home Brew Beer is the bible on how to make great
beer at home.Featuring detailed step-by-step instructions, full-page photographs,
comprehensive timelines explaining what to do to the beer at each stage of its
fermentation, and more than 100 home-brew beer recipes - from traditional pilsners and
lagers to "hybrids" such as fruit beer and cream ale - Home Brew Beer is ideal for
anyone looking for a wealth of delicious and satisfying beer recipes for any style.

The Ancient Art of Tea is a delightful look at the philosophy, history, and culture
of tea in China. The health benefits of tea, from green teas to white, oolong and
black teas, are well known in our world today. How to create the perfect, healthy
cup of tea is a process few people genuinely understand, making The Ancient Art
of Tea a needed guide for tea lovers. Making a perfect cup of tea is a dynamic
process that requires the right environment, clear spring water, a suitable fire to
boil water, skill in steeping tea, and deep understanding of tea connoisseurship.
From a variety of ancient tea books comes a broader perspective and deeper
insight into the topics that surround the tea drinking experience. The ancient
Chinese held tea and the various types of tea in high regard for its medicinal and
rejuvenating properties. They prized the teas that grew high in the mountains, in
crags and crevices in the rocks. They believed that tea was best brewed with
pure, clean, mountain spring water, and that fire should be from clean and natural
sources since properly heated water would define the subtle tastes of the tea.
Using the proper utensils enhanced the taste and experience of tea drinking. And
they believed that where you had your tea, along with the people with whom you
shared the experience, all determine the value of the tea. The Ancient Art of Tea
contains vital information to assist tea drinkers in their quest for yet another pot of
delicious tea. This book teaches the two fundamental secrets to tea as practiced
in ancient China—technique and taste. These exemplify some of the basic
concepts of the philosophy of tea, which greatly enhances tea enjoyment. Not
only an exhaustive source of tea knowledge, The Ancient Art of Tea is also a
significant volume in the study of Chinese tea and is sure to become a classic in
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itself.
AROUND THE WORLD IN A TEACUP Did you know that tea is the most widely
consumed beverage on the planet after water? Or that all of the world’s tea
originates from only three varieties of a single plant? While a cup of tea may be a
simple pleasure for most of us, there are a dizzying number of tastes from which
to choose. And every tea, whether a delicately sweet green tea from Japan or a
bracing, brisk Darjeeling black, tells a story in the cup about the land that
nurtured it and the tea-making skills that transformed it. In this authoritative
guide, veteran tea professionals Mary Lou and Robert J. Heiss provide decades
of expertise on understanding tea and its origins, the many ways to buy tea, and
how to explore and enjoy the six classes of tea (green, yellow, white, oolong,
black, and Pu-erh). Additional advice on steeping the perfect cup and storing tea
at home, alongside a gallery of more than thirty-fi ve individual teas with tasting
notes and descriptions make The Tea Enthusiast’s Handbook a singular source
of both practical information and rich detail about this fascinating beverage.
Winner of Fortnum & Mason Food and Drink Awards Drink Book Award 2019
Shortlisted for the André Simon Drinks Book of the Year Award 'Masterfully
written, beautifully photographed' Nigel Slater This journey to the world's finest
teas, captured in extraordinary photography, brings alive the aroma, taste and
texture of this drink in all its many nuances, and will give connoisseurs and
casual readers alike a much deeper understanding of how great tea is created.
Includes sections on botany, cultivation, processing methods and the impact tea
has had, and continues to have, on culture. The Life of Tea also follows Michael
and Timothy's travels in China, Japan, India and Sri Lanka, featuring the
producers of some of the world's finest teas and the characteristics that make
these teas so sought after. This book is the ultimate guide for tea enthusiasts,
following the journey from plantation to pot.
The ultimate 'show and tell' reference to ingredients from around the globe, The
Cook's Book of Ingredients showcases fresh food and explains how to get the
best out of it. Get expert information that tells you which varieties of ingredients
are best, and how to buy, store, and eat them. Flavor Pairings give you a helping
hand by listing complementary ingredients, and more than 250 Simple Classic
key-ingredient recipes, such as Peach Melba and Pesto, complete the journey
from field to plate. The Cook's Book of Ingredients stimulates readers to try new
foods and more about their favorites. This is an invaluable reference for food
lovers and cooks intent on making the most of all the ingredients available today.
From the award-winning author of Princess Princess Ever After comes The Tea
Dragon Society, a charming all-ages book that follows the story of Greta, a
blacksmith apprentice, and the people she meets as she becomes entwined in
the enchanting world of tea dragons. After discovering a lost tea dragon in the
marketplace, Greta learns about the dying art form of tea dragon care-taking from
the kind tea shop owners, Hesekiel and Erik. As she befriends them and their shy
ward, Minette, Greta sees how the craft enriches their lives--and eventually her
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Traveling from East to West over thousands of years, tea has played a variety of
roles on the world scene – in medicine, politics, the arts, culture, and religion.
Behind this most serene of beverages, idolized by poets and revered in spiritual
practices, lie stories of treachery, violence, smuggling, drug trade, international
espionage, slavery, and revolution. Liquid Jade's rich narrative history explores
tea in all its social and cultural aspects. Entertaining yet informative and
extensively researched, Liquid Jade tells the story of western greed and eastern
bliss. China first used tea as a remedy. Taoists celebrated tea as the elixir of
immortality. Buddhist Japan developed a whole body of practices around tea as a
spiritual path. Then came the traumatic encounter of the refined Eastern cultures
with the first Western merchants, the trade wars, the emergence of the ubiquitous
English East India Company. Scottish spies crisscrossed China to steal the
secrets of tea production. An army of smugglers made fortunes with tea
deliveries in the dead of night. In the name of "free trade" the English imported
opium to China in exchange for tea. The exploding tea industry in the eighteenth
century reinforced the practice of slavery in the sugar plantations. And one of the
reasons why tea became popular in the first place is that it helped sober up the
English, who were virtually drowning in alcohol. During the nineteenth century,
the massive consumption of tea in England also led to the development of the
large tea plantation system in colonial India – a story of success for British
Empire tea and of untold misery for generations of tea workers. Liquid Jade also
depicts tea's beauty and delights, not only with myths about the beginnings of tea
or the lovers' legend in the familiar blue-and-white porcelain willow pattern, but
also with a rich and varied selection of works of art and historical photographs,
which form a rare and comprehensive visual tea record. The book includes
engaging and lesser-known topics, including the exclusion of women from
seventeenth-century tea houses or the importance of water for tea, and answers
such questions as: "What does a tea taster do?" "How much caffeine is there in
tea?" "What is fair trade tea?" and "What is the difference between black, red,
yellow, green, or white tea?" Connecting past and present and spanning five
thousand years, Beatrice Hohenegger's captivating and multilayered account of
tea will enhance the experience of a steaming "cuppa" for tea lovers the world
over.
The worldwide bestseller - 1/4 million copies sold 'Written by a World Barista
Champion and co-founder of the great Square Mile roasters in London, this had a
lot to live up to and it certainly does. Highly recommended for anyone into their
coffee and interested in finding out more about how it's grown, processed and
roasted.' (Amazon customer) 'Whether you are an industry professional, a home
enthusiast or anything in between, I truly believe this is a MUST read.' (Amazon
customer) 'Informative, well-written and well presented. Coffee table and
reference book - a winner' (Amazon customer) 'Very impressive. It's amazing
how much territory is covered without overwhelming the reader. The abundant
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photos and images are absolutely coffee-table-worthy, but this book is so much
more. I think it would be enjoyable for an obsessed coffee geek or someone who
just enjoys their java.' (Amazon customer) For everyone who wants to
understand more about coffee and its wonderful nuances and possibilities, this is
the book to have. Coffee has never been better, or more interesting, than it is
today. Coffee producers have access to more varieties and techniques than ever
before and we, as consumers, can share in that expertise to make sure the
coffee we drink is the best we can find. Where coffee comes from, how it was
harvested, the roasting process and the water used to make the brew are just a
few of the factors that influence the taste of what we drink. Champion barista and
coffee expert James Hoffmann examines these key factors, looking at varieties of
coffee, the influence of terroir, how it is harvested and processed, the roasting
methods used, through to the way in which the beans are brewed. Country by
country - from Bolivia to Zambia - he then identifies key characteristics and the
methods that determine the quality of that country's output. Along the way we
learn about everything from the development of the espresso machine, to why
strength guides on supermarket coffee are really not good news. This is the first
book to chart the coffee production of over 35 countries, encompassing
knowledge never previously published outside the coffee industry.
Whether it's a delicate green tea or a bracing Assam black, a cup of tea is a
complex brew of art and industry, tradition and revolution, East and West. In this
sweeping tour through the world of tea, veteran tea traders Mary Lou Heiss and
Robert J. Heiss chronicle tea's influence across the globe and provide a complete
reference for choosing, drinking, and enjoying this beverage. The Story of Tea
begins with a journey along the tea trail, from the lush forests of China, where tea
cultivation first flourished, to the Buddhist temples of Japan, to the vast tea
gardens of India, and beyond. Offering an insider's view of all aspects of tea
trade, the Heisses examine Camellia sinensis, the tea bush, and show how
subtle differences in territory and production contribute to the diversity of color,
flavor, and quality in brewed tea. They profile more than thirty essential tea
varietals, provide an in depth guide to tasting and brewing, and survey the
customs and crafts associated with tea. Sharing the latest research, they discuss
tea's health benefits and developments in organic production and fair trade
practices. Finally, they present ten sweet and savory recipes, including Savory
Chinese Marbled Eggs and Green Tea Pot de Crâme, and resources for
purchasing fine tea. Vividly illustrated throughout, The Story of Tea is an
engrossing tribute to the illustrious, invigorating, and elusive leaf that has
sustained and inspired people for more than two thousand years.
Tea Medicine is an exploration of health and healing through shared Tea sessions. In this
seminal work, we come calling like students at the master's door. And Tea responds. The aim
of this book was to recreate what it's like to be a Tea apprentice, as far as the written word can
capture. In each session, the reader arrives to share some Tea and another lesson.
More and more people are turning to tea as their primary hot beverage, and connoisseurs are
discovering the wondrous range of flavors to be found in different varieties from around the
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globe—some of which command fantastic prices and are in great demand. This comprehensive,
authoritative guide to understanding, purchasing, and serving the world's finest teas is
beautifully illustrated with full-color photographs of a variety of tea leaves and herbs, as well as
their countries of origin. Learn how to store tea so its aromas last, brew it properly for fullest
enjoyment, and appreciate the many nuances of flavor to be found in this extraordinary drink.
World Beer explores the renaissance of beer, explaining the brewing process, beer history,
and the finer points of beer appreciation. The stories of major beer-producing nations are
explored in depth, focusing on their local beer styles and the breweries that made them
famous. From the face-smacking intensity of ultra-hopped IPAs to sweet-and-smoky porters,
World Beer showcases beers by brewery, telling the story of today's top brewing innovators
and their brews. There are evocative tasting notes for both core and seasonal beers in addition
to food pairing suggestions to get the most out of each glass.
A comprehensive primer on how to cultivate a tea palate discusses the distinctive
characteristics of the world's teas, in a guide that also provides accompanying historical,
cultural, and production information. 35,000 first printing.
Where does tea come from? With DK's The Tea Book, learn where in the world tea is
cultivated and how to drink each variety at its best, with steeping notes and step-by-step
recipes. Visit tea plantations from India to Kenya, recreate a Japanese tea ceremony, discover
the benefits of green tea, or learn how to make the increasingly popular Chai tea. Exploring the
spectrum of herbal, plant, and fruit infusions, as well as tea leaves, this is a comprehensive
guide for all tea lovers.
Details ways to select and brew a perfect cup of tea for any occasion, create tea-enjoyment
settings, plan inventive tea parties, and design tea gardens
A cup of tea is an everyday pleasure for people the world over. And increasingly there is a
dizzying array of teas to choose from - from robust black tea to elegant green tea and
everything in between. In fact every tea has a fascinating story to tell about the place in which
it grew - from soil, climate and altitude to the choices its producers made in processing it. Then
there are the myriad ways in which that tea can be prepared for your daily cup. Tea mixologist
Krisi Smith sets out what you need to know to appreciate teas of all descriptions - from
harvesting and processing methods for different varieties to how to make the perfect cup. The
world's key tea-growing regions and their best products are identified and their taste profiles
explained - from China, Taiwan, Japan, India and Sri Lanka to Nepal, Vietnam and East Africa.
The world of tea is fast-moving and Krisi also includes info on everything from blending teas to
your own taste and some innovative recipes, to health benefits and the perfect kit to make your
brew truly delicious.
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